Your Soul’s Immortal Purpose:
Illuminating Your Life Intentions Now
A 5-Week Interactive Video Class with Dr. Linda Backman
Tuesdays, June 16-July 14, 2020, 5-6:30 PM MDT

Discount Extended! Register by Wednesday, June 10, 2020 at Midnight MDT for only $295!

Your Soul’s Immortal Purpose:
Illuminating Your Life Intentions Now
A Virtual 5-Week Video Class with Dr. Linda Backman
Tuesdays, June 16, 23 & 30, July 7 &14, 2020
5-6:30 PM Mountain Daylight Time

An in-depth, interactive online course. All classes archived for future viewing.

In this profoundly life-changing 5-session interactive Zoom video course, psychologist and regression therapist Dr. Linda Backman will explore how discovering your Soul’s Archetype leads to a brilliantly focused understanding of your Life Plan and Intentions.

Classes will include teaching, client regression examples, experiential meditations and interactive discussions. Linda encourages emails between classes with homework, reflections and questions. For registrants unable to attend live sessions, videos are quickly viewable, with Linda regularly available for email interaction.

Each of us is incarnate because we are Souls created in the Higher Realm to evolve through multiple lifetimes. Every soul is fashioned with one of seven immortal and unchanging archetypes. These archetypes are of equal importance and expand one to the next to demonstrate Divine Order.

In this uniquely impactful virtual course, participants will identify through deep exploration which archetype is associated with their individual souls, connected with each soul’s immortal design. Discovering your archetype leads to a profound understanding of your Life Plan and Intentions.

REGISTER HERE:  https://ravenheartcenter.com/index.php/your-soul-s-immortal-purpose

Sign up by June 10 at Midnight for an early discounted fee of $295- after June 10, the fee is $350.

Contact Earl@RavenHeartCenter.com or call 303-818-0575 if you have any questions.
Come together with like-minded souls to explore:

- What is the Soul?
- How is the Soul Created?
- What are the Seven Immortal Archetypes?
- How are the Seven Archetypes Inter-related?
- Why do we need ALL Seven Archetypes incarnate on Earth?
- What is the Earth Council of Souls and is there a balance of Archetypes?
- How do Earth-Based, Interplanetary and Angelic Realm Souls utilize their Soul Archetypes on Earth?

We will examine key Soul Qualities that are tied to your life now and consider how they are guiding us each day:

- The Will to Create Change
- A Deep Commitment to Love and Compassion
- Using Creative Intelligence and Knowledge to Understand and Advance Life
- Creating the Balance of Right Relationships (whether with people, in the design of a garden, in your home, with nature, with animals, etc.)
- Developing Logistics and Facts to Help Make Human Life Effectively Function
- Having a Deep and Strong Commitment to a Cause, a Family or a Group Intention
- Holding Humanitarian Interests for the Right Relationship of All Things to Sustain Life

Through this profoundly powerful and supportive 5-week course, you will examine your current life to determine how your Soul Archetype is Illuminated through your Intentions and Life Purpose. You will learn how your Passions and Commitments in life today demonstrate your Soul Archetype. Ultimately, you will be led to consider the most worthwhile and impactful ways your life path can contribute to Humanity at this pivotal time on Planet Earth.

REGISTER HERE:  https://ravenheartcenter.com/index.php/your-soul-s-immortal-purpose

Sign up by June 10 at Midnight for an early discounted fee of $295 - after June 10, the fee is $350.

Featured on Dr. Oz, Gaia TV & Coast to Coast AM, Dr. Linda Backman is an expert regression therapist & licensed psychologist with 40+ years of private practice experience, including over 25 years guiding Soul Regressions. Linda is the author of Souls on Earth, The Evolving Soul & Bringing Your Soul to Light. Linda founded The RavenHeart Center in Boulder, Colorado in 1997 and teaches regularly online and worldwide. Linda also offers private Past Life & Between Lives Soul Regression and Spiritual Mentoring sessions remotely or at her Colorado office.